September 14, 2020

Today’s Puzzle

Today’s Birthday: September 14

Yesterday’s Solution

Horoscopes

Listen to your heart first this year. Steadfast active revolutionary love provides rich
reward. Surprises pepper your exploration. Business changes this winter motivate a
fun family phase. Shift your domestic space next summer to prepare for a professional
surge. Dedicate action for love.

Aries (March 21-April 19) -- Today

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) -- Today is a 7

Taurus (April 20- May 20)-- Today is

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)-- Today is a

is an 8 — Do what you can for the ones you
love. Unplanned circumstances could deviate
plans. Postpone travel. Creative change is
possible. Follow your heart.

a 7 — Adapt to an unexpected domestic
situation. Clean up messes and rebuild
stronger for long-term benefit. Make
repairs and upgrades. Listen to all views.
Ponder possibilities.

Gemini (May 21- June 20) -- Today

is a 7 — Relax and aim for serenity with
communications. Disagree respectfully.
Don’t react without thinking. Keep your
long-term vision in sight. Express what you
see possible.

Cancer (June 21- July 22) -- Today is

an 8 — Adapt to an unscheduled twist with
income. Make a shift and develop long-term
value. Accept a lucrative challenge. Your
efforts bear fruit. Sign contracts.

-- Career openings present new directions.
Develop a project from idea to reality. Innovate
and create. Consider options; pros and cons.
Accept new responsibilities.

6 — Pay attention to your dreams. Unplanned
deviations could alter your plans. Adapt and
shift. Discover silver linings in your contemplation and review. Imagine future possibilities.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) --Today is a

7 — Adapt your team strategy for new
circumstances. Pull together and give what
you can. Contribute for common gain. Big
prizes are worth going for.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) -- Today is an

8 — Career matters take priority. Use gentle
pressure, rather than force. Adapt to changes, which may be beneficial in the long run.
Seek and find opportunities.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) --

Today is a 7 — Anticipate changes. Things
could get chaotic. The road outside reveals
risk, traffic and hidden dangers. Discover another way to learn and explore. Investigate a
mystery.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)-- Today

is an 8 — Share, trade and barter resources. Things may not go as planned. You’re
building for the long term. Get terms in
writing. Collaborate for common gain.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) -- Today

is an 8 — Share responsibilities with your
partner. Avoid risky business and prioritize
fundamental tasks. Work you do now can
have long term benefit. Patiently persist.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) --

Today is a 7 — A puzzle or challenge
confronts your work and health. Don’t
push your luck. Take it easy. Avoid hassle
or expense. Rest and eat well.
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Across
1 Staging area
8 Oregon Trail sights
14 Part of a score
15 “No need to point”
16 Yuletide decorations at a beach cottage?
18 Michigan, e.g.
19 Some summer arrivals
20 Bit of baby talk
22 Quick cuts
24 Snowball fight defense
25 Sing the praises of

Down
1 Film buff ’s network
2 “That’s sorta funny”
3 Like a flashback time
4 World atlas spread
5 Walrus features
6 Art Deco icon
7 __ sleep
8 More prudent
9 Cravat cousin
10 Most 1990s Prizms
11 Above, to a bard
12 River between two Great Lakes
13 First U.S. city to host the Olympic Games
17 Flying
21 Lines from an admirer
22 Idiosyncrasy
23 Classic studio letters
24 Distinctive style
25 Remiss
27 Fish-eating bird
28 Fix
30 Stumblebums
31 Jackets named for a British school
32 Distinctive flavor
35 Mystery woman
36 Market aisle border areas
37 “Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt” co-creator
38 Row
39 Completely disorganized
40 In relation to
41 “Is that __?”
42 Six-yr.-term pol
43 “1917” subject
47 Overact
48 High pipes
49 Child played by Meryl
51 Actor Morales
52 Anticipated dance
54 Shrill bark
55 A, in Oaxaca
56 Tahiti, to Gauguin
57 Qantas hub, in itineraries

26 Furniture chain that also sells lingonberry preserves
27 Tolkien’s Legolas, for one
28 First name of the first woman to win a
Nobel Prize
29 What many skyscrapers in Houston
and Dallas represent?
33 Righteous Babe Records founder
DiFranco
34 Darken in summer
35 Opera group sponsored by a ‘70s-’80s
sitcom family?
43 Drops off

44 U.K. part
45 Target ball in a pool game
46 “The Martian” novelist Weir
47 Young newts
49 Momoa who plays Aquaman
50 DVR button
51 Give off
52 Mountain cat
53 Denim’s golden age?
58 Codeine, e.g.
59 How a leaf blower operates
60 Gets a gander at
61 Put together

